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TRADITIONS
This article gives the definition of the word «tradition» and explains the role of traditions in a contemporary culture. The

attention is focused on the differences in various peoples’ traditions that are demonstrated by the example of wedding traditions of
Great Britain, Japan and Brazil.
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Traditions in culture
Cultural traditions are social and cultural heritage, transmitted from generation to generation. Tradition is the

way of transmitting the culture of the people. While getting to know them, people deepen into the cultural roots and
learn to take care of the identity of the people.

Traditions appeared long ago. In ancient times, they determined public and private life of a person. The basis
of the tradition is a long history of social groups. The rules, symbols and folklore create a peculiar scenario of human
behavior in certain situations. The meaning founded in them guarantees correct actions, warns against the wrong ac-
tions, provides the reliability of behavior.

Knowledge of traditions organizes experience, provides the necessary values and helps to perpetuate the au-
thority. Therefore, cultural practices are also important for pedagogical science and educational practice as a whole.

Tradition is a key tool of transmission and development of cultural heritage, and must be handled carefully
and skillfully. The historic mission of the peoples of the world is in a constant cultural inclusion of all new genera-
tions, enrichment and replenishment the treasury of world culture.

Currently, there are traditions in the most ordinary things. We often don’t notice that cultural traditions of our
people are reflected in our actions and deeds. For example, somewhere in the East, women still hide their faces and
bodies under the ridiculous shapeless clothes. But nowadays many Africans believe that a short apron is the top of
what they can afford to put on to the disadvantage of the old customs, implying full nakedness. Welcoming a friend a
Chinese asks: «Have you eaten?», an Iranian wishes: «Be cheerful!», a Zulu says: «I see you.»

Wedding traditions of the peoples of the world are very diverse and interesting. Some ceremonies are fasci-
nating because of their beauty and romance, the others impress with originality and practicality, but they characterize
the country and make it peculiar from other countries and peoples.

Wedding traditions in Great Britain
English is a nation that observes its traditions faithfully. Perhaps, changes in England are slower than in the

other countries.
The wedding ceremony is an important ritual in the life for everyone. Young couples while preparing and

holding of the ceremony are the most superstitious and keep many ancient beliefs to ensure a happy family life. In
the past, marriage was considered to be a special moment in life when people became extremely sensitive to the in-
fluence of the evil spirits. The wedding dress, made in order to protect bride from the evil spirits, has been saved to
the present day and is common in many countries.

Shoes also play a significant role in brides’ costumes. British women put coins in wedding shoes to provide
wealthy family life. The bride's father had to pass a pair of his daughter’s shoes to the groom as a sign of her transfer
to the groom’s family.

The young go out from the church under the sound of organ, where their relatives sprinkle them not with the
crumbs of wedding cake as it was in the old days, but with hearts, bows and stars which are the symbols of prosperity
and good luck.

There is a church marriage in England, along with civil one and has the same legal force. But, you see, a wed-
ding in the church makes you feel the depth and importance of the moment of marriage.

The question of spouses’ belief is a serious obstacle on the way of free issue marriage in England. People with
different religions rarely married as their relatives and friends could turn away from them.

Conservative British are still thrifty to their traditions and respect it.
A traditional Japanese wedding ceremony
Ancestors’ testament is everything for Japanese: the wedding ceremony did not change during the past centu-

ries.
Weddings in Japan are usually celebrated in summer, when the weather is good and it is not hot and not cold

at the same time. They are tolerant to other religions and beliefs; the main thing is that ceremony should be luxurious
and beautiful.

Ritual gifts exchanged between a bride and a groom and their families, which called yuino play an important
role in the engagement. Groom's family presents a set of five, seven or nine special envelopes to bride’s mother. One
of these envelopes is for investing money to pay wedding expenses. The remaining envelopes were previously filled
with ritual foods (dried squid or seaweed) now they are left empty, they symbolize a wish for a long married life,
happiness and prosperity. Sometimes the list of wedding costs and/or expenses associated with the improvement of
young people’s life is put into the envelope. Groom's parents pay these costs. The bride's family presents about half
the cost.
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Recently, this ritual has been replaced by the European one, when a man gives a woman an engagement ring
and asks for her arm, and the woman gives him gifts in response. A diamond, which is traditional for this ring, is
often replaced by a stone according to the bride’s month of birth.

The wedding menu is prepared in advance and so is the list of invitees. The menu may include food of any
known cuisine. Dressing up the cars with the balls,  ribbons and other «things», as we do, is not accepted in Japan.
The plenty of guests go by subway or another public transport. Also dancing at weddings is not accepted: toastmaster
entertains the company, musicians play different tunes, young people can sing karaoke, but nobody dance.

Brides’ dress is a kimono. Before the ceremony, bride dresses up for a long time and makes a special haircut
that is covered by a special «hat» during the ceremony.

When the wedding ceremony starts, the bride and groom exchange with three cups of special sacred sake to
get married. And only after that they can exchange rings.

Banquet is arranged immediately after the wedding ceremony, or newly married may additionally be married
according to Christian traditions. At the beginning of the banquet everybody watches a so called «Love Story» – a
film made from photographs. During the movie, couples’ friends tell about the newlyweds. A bride changes her dress
during the banquet. She wears a beautiful evening gown. A groom dresses up to match his young wife. Perhaps the
biggest difference between a Japanese wedding and our is a registration of marriage. It takes place only when new-
lyweds return from the honeymoon. Registration is held without congratulations and toasts.

Although the wedding is a meaningful and solemn occasion, it is an expensive event. So more and more cou-
ples prefer to get married abroad, firstly, it is exotic and beautiful, and secondly, they can not invite anyone and save
money.

Wedding traditions in Brazil
Wedding in Brazil is a large-scale event with songs, dances, music, a large feast and lots of guests. A bride

and a groom are the most beautiful and majestic people on this day. A bride necessarily wears a beautiful wedding
dress, which has been hand tailored. A groom and grooms’s friends wear small Brazilian flag instead of the button-
holes. It indicates the patriotism of a nation.

All of Brazilian couples are required to register their marriage at the registry office before the wedding in the
church.

A wedding usually begins with a ceremony in the church. The bride's father leads a bride to the altar while
guests welcome them standing. The best men are selected at the ceremony, not in advance, as it is customary in Rus-
sia. The best men are usually three pairs from each side. A bride stands beside the groom and the best men are on
each side. The religious ceremony is held according to the classical canons of the Catholic or Protestant Church. A
solemn ritual is necessarily accompanied by live music, the priest reads a prayer in Portuguese. The newlyweds ex-
change rings, putting them on the left hand, as it is closer to the heart. The bride and groom do this very carefully,
because there is a sign that the ring fallen during the ceremony foretells a short marriage. Afterwards, marriage li-
cense must be signed. It is a Brazilian analogue of a marriage certificate. Then, a traditional wedding song is sung or
a national anthem is performed. Then the ceremony is complete.

According to the tradition, a bride must necessarily be late for church for 10 minutes, but if a groom and
guests have to wait for a woman more than an hour, she can get a letter from the police with the form to pay the fine
after the wedding.

Food and dance should follow the official ceremony. Brazilians give music a special significance. It must be
loud, energetic and groovy. It may be a specially invited musical group or just a DJ, but a drum set for beating samba
rhythms is a must. Tango, salsa, samba – almost everyone in the country knows all these dances, so everybody has a
tremendous time. Loud lively music subsides at the festival only once, when the newlyweds are going to dance their
first waltz.

Tables during the festive feast are not numbered, but there are nameplates with the cities of Brazil on each ta-
ble.

Wedding in Brazil is a very important event, and so everyone spares neither strength nor money on it. After
all, Brazilians most often marry once in their lifetime - the divorce rate in the country is very low.

Well, are people’s customs different? This is not quite true.
Although traditions characterize each country and distinguish it from others, but in many cases there are also

similarities. After all, there are so many customs same for the peoples living in different parts of the world.
For example, the inhabitants of Tierra del Fuego and New Zealand, Sweden and India, Central Africa and any

other corner of the world feel the need to say something good to a person sneezing in their presence. But every nation
has to say its own in this case. Greetings when meeting are different but such greetings are obligatory for all the peo-
ples. No wonder the Italians have an old saying: «The whole world is one country».

Traditions are the characteristic features of people, but they are created in order to bring people together. Tra-
ditions of the people unite people; they unite its members in a family.

Traditions and values must be kept, their role in preserving people’s culture is invaluable. The more traditions
and the more clearly they are kept up, the more clearly the nature of the community is seen.

Scientific adviser A. Yu. Ostroumova, senior lecturer of TPU
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